
BARKING BUBZ
•  TRAINING  PRICES  AND  OPTIONS  FOR

DOGGIE  DUDE  RANCH•

Bubz's Full Day Play and Train service is perfect for every dog. Every

pup should have a foundation of general obedience to maintain a

happy and healthy life. We teach your dogs eye contact, door waits,

sit, down, stay, recall, and impulse control. Set your dog up for success

with a foundation of basic obedience! Full day play and train sessions

are 30 minute segments. This service is an additional $40 charge on

top of daycare. A free consultation is required before the first session.
 

FULL  DAY PLAY AND TRAIN

BOARD AND TRAIN
Bubz's Board and Train is a great option for any dog that needs a little

more than just physical exercise to enjoy their vacation. Our Barking Bubz

trainer recommends at least 3 sessions per week of boarding to stay

consistent and build a solid foundation for pup parents to build off of.

During their stay we can work on your dog's basic obedience or set up a

game plan specifically tailored to your pup. Board and Trains are $55 per

45 minute session in addition to boarding charges. A free consultation is

required before the first session.

BRAIN GAMES
Brain games are the perfect opportunity to keep your pup happy during

their stay! These games will keep your pup mentally stimulated, so it is

the perfect option for dogs that cannot partake in daycare activities or

dogs that need a little more mental stimulation to enjoy their stay with

Doggie Dude Ranch. Why not give your pup the most well-rounded

vacation! Brain Games are $23 per 15 minute session in addition to

boarding or daycare charges. A consultation is not required; however, a

Brain Games contract will need to be filled out when dropping of your

pup for daycare or boarding. 


